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Shahnaab Alam Co-Directed the Ad-Club Awards 1997

Shahnaab Alam is a well renowned figure in the Mumbai film industry. He started his journey as a
journalist. Thereafter he has also made a lot of successful forays in various fields of media. Ranging
widely from a writer to a correspondent and an editor, Mr Alam has been associated with many
publication houses. It is after gaining substantial experience in the media field that he engaged
himself in the Mumbai film industry where he worked on many big shot projects. Mr Alam has
worked as the executive producer of a well received Bollywood flick â€˜Dhoomâ€™ under the banner of
Yash Raj Films. He has also been the executive producer of â€˜Socha Na Thaâ€™ as directed by Imtiaz
Ali. This film is well known to star the two debutantes, Abhay Deol and Ayesha Takia. It is since its
huge success in the box office that the Shahnaab Alam Bollywood movies created a separate niche
for themselves in the Indian film industry.

Mr Alam can also be credited with initiating with a Indo-Pakistani joint venture named â€˜Ghoom Taanaâ€™
with Salman Ahmad, the lead singer of the Pakistani band Junoon. The project featured film
personalities and support crews from both the countries in an equal proportion. This effort is a
notable one as it initiated in strengthening the cultural ties of these two countries and thereby
helping each other to explore the opportunities of bonhomie. There was also a much popular
Shahnaab Alam news that say about his association with Amaan Ali Khan and Ayaan Ali Khan, the
eminent sarod-brothers in producing a couple of music videos for their album â€˜Truthâ€™. Apart from
these, there are a lot more options that have been cultivated by Mr Alam while rising to the pinnacle
of success. His efforts are what that today made him a man of character.

Mr Alam was also associated with direction of a lot of high profile events. One such an event is Ad
Club Awards that he co-directed with Nirang Desai in the year of 1997. This opportunity sky
rocketed his confidence that eventually helped him to produce different Shahnaab Alam movies.
Thus, the event has enabled him in a lot of ways to ensure that his future productions exemplify
path breaking achievements. Since then it was no turning back for Mr Alam after this. In a back to
back mode, he co-directed 1st Lux Zee Cine Awards and 1st Sansui Viewrsâ€™ Choice Movie Awards.
Both of these events too added a distinct feather atop Mr Alamâ€™s crown. In case if you want to know
more about this man of distinction, please refer to Shahnaab Alam Facebook profile page. Here you
can learn about his achievements and future assignments more distinctly.
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Shahnaab Alam - About Author:
He is web enthusiast with a passion for blogging about film making and Organising events. In his
free time he enjoys watching TV, internet surfing and staying active by running and playing
volleyball. For more Details visit at a www.facebook.com
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